FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

On-Demand Online Imaging Enables Interactive Product Pages In New
E-Commerce Partnership
ROCHESTER, NY – September 11, 2012 – LiquidPixels, Inc. and Rapid Marketplace are pleased to
announce a partnership adding true on-demand dynamic imaging capabilities to an effective, innovative
e-commerce and mobile commerce solution set.
Rapid Marketplace customers already benefit from e-commerce solutions that incorporate accomplished
technical SEO with streamlined product showcasing and sales management tools.
®

With the addition of LiquidPixels LiquiFire Dynamic Imaging functionality to their suite, Rapid
Marketplace e-commerce retailers can now enable interactive features such as colorization, fabric draping,
360 views, zoom and pan, and more. This type of product page customization represents a significant
competitive edge in an era where the bar to achieving site interest and customer loyalty is being raised
ever higher.
Adding custom product configurators to their service offerings is a near-future goal for Rapid
Marketplace, further increasing the value of their suite. “We believe in empowering our clients by putting
the very best in online retail applications at their fingertips; behind the scenes, that means always looking
ahead to the next sea change in technology,” observes Chad Wilson, Rapid Marketplace President and
CTO. “The highly complex yet automated imaging that LiquiFire makes possible is just incredible, and
we’re very pleased to bring its power to Rapid Marketplace clients.”
LiquidPixels is at the forefront of online imaging technology, rethinking the way images are processed and
delivered on the Web. LiquidPixels LiquiFire Dynamic Imaging Solutions combine speed, complex imaging
features like compositing and fabric draping, and ease of integration to power incredible online shopping
experiences across the full spectrum of devices.
Both LiquidPixels and Rapid Marketplace are experiencing strong growth as a result of increasing demand
among retailers for high-quality, interactive online imaging, which drastically improves customer
satisfaction and conversions, as well as for cost-saving automation.
LiquidPixels CEO Steve Kristy says, “What Rapid Marketplace is choosing to do for their customers is
tremendous: They’re offering to all of their customers, large and small, the sort of advanced dynamic
imaging capabilities you see in our top-tier clients, who represent globally-recognized brands. It’s this sort

of approach that will bring e-commerce fully into the twenty-first century and prepare it for the
innovations ahead.”
About Rapid Marketplace
Rapid Marketplace is a team of ecommerce experts dedicated to increasing its customers’ top line sales by
innovating ecommerce solutions for a mobile world. Meaningful data-driven analytics provide the strong
foundation for complete transaction lifecycle management. For over 11 years, they have delivered
industry-leading ecommerce and mobile commerce solutions that produce returns. Find out more at
RapidMarketplace.com.
About LiquidPixels
LiquidPixels is leading the imaging revolution. Built on open standards, its LiquiFire Dynamic
Imaging Solutions integrate into existing Web and workflow environments, enhancing product
creation and visualization while reducing production costs. LiquidPixels makes its patented
technology available as a hosted service or via on-site enterprise servers with solutions that may
be tailored to each customer’s unique needs. Find out more at LiquidPixels.com.
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